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fork 

ladder bird turn 

car 

Write the vowel and bossy r to complete each word.  

Bossy r likes to change the sound of vowels! Listen to the vowel sounds 
in these picture names spelled with or and ar. 

Bossy r makes er, ir, and ur sound the same. 

9. er

aft__
ent__

10. ir

f__st
st__

11. ur

f__
b__n

Write the letters that stand for the missing sound in the words in each group.

1.

c__n

2.

b__n

3.

st__

4.

sh__ts
5.

h__n

6.

c__d

7.

p__k

8.

f__est
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A big s  hit this m  . 

The sky got d  . Then the rain 

s     ed . It t     ed  the 

d  into mud. The th  

plants got lots to drink. 

One p  had to go out into 

the storm. She did not f  her 

p  umbrella. 

She was nice and dry 

u  it. 

Rain or no rain, she had a 

p  to get to! 

Spelling List Write the spelling words in the sentences. 

We do

dark

start

party

storm

forget

morning

dirt

thirsty

under

person

turn

purple

I do
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A big s  hit this m  . 

The sky got d  . Then the rain 

s     ed . It t     ed  the 

d  into mud. The th  

plants got lots to drink. 

One p  had to go out into 

the storm. She did not f  her 

p  umbrella. 

She was nice and dry 

u  it. 

Rain or no rain, she had a 

p  to get to! 

Remember, bossy r likes to change the sound of vowels! 

 or  ar er ir   ur
 corn start her  girl  curl

1.  Toc’s uncle has a  . 

It has a big red  . 

2.  Cass must  the eggs so they will not  .

3.  Sal has a blue  and white  .

4.  The girl’s puppy has soft  . 

Her puppy doesn’t  much. 

5.  Icky had  not  his lunch.

We do

I do

Write the correct word on the lines.

farm     form 

star     stir barn     burn

shirt     short shirts     shorts

far     fur

butter     better forget     forest

bird     bark

born     barn
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1.  Ettabetta can swim. She is a  .

2.  Sal can read. He is a  .

3.  Cass can bike. She is a  .

4.  Alf can run. He is a  .

5.  Doc can farm. She is a  .

6.  Oswald can juggle. He is a  . 

7.  Tic can dream. She is a  . 

8.  It can zip. It is a  .

Add er to a base word to name a person or thing that does an action.

I can teach. I am a teacher.

If the base word ends in e, drop the e and add the er ending.

bake  baker tickle  tickler

If a base word has a short vowel followed by one consonant, double 
the consonant before adding er.   

jog  jogger win  winner

Add er to the pink base word to write a new word that tells what the person or thing 
does. Don’t forget to drop the final e or double the final consonant if needed. 

We do

I do
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We do

I do

Underline all the er, ir, and ur words in the sentences. There are 26 of them.  
Then complete the picture of the Merkle family to match the descriptions.

Remember, bossy r makes er, ir, and ur sound alike. 

letter     stir     turn

1.   Fern and Herb are the kids in the Merkle family. Fern is the girl.  
The dad is the person on the left. The mom is next to him.  
Put their names in the boxes under them.

2.  Fern has dark curls. Her shirt is red. Her skirt has red and white stripes.

3.  Herb’s shirt is purple. His pants are blue. They have dirt on them.

4.  The dad’s shirt is white with a purple star on it. His pants are black. 

5.   The mom’s shirt is green. Her skirt is dark blue.   
She has on a silly hat because it’s her birthday.

6.  The family pets are a turtle and a bird.

pets
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Complete each puzzle with the spelling words listed above it. 

We do

I do

1 2

3

4 5

6

1

2 3 4

5

6

dirt dark forget turn under morning

purple storm start thirsty party person

Across
3.  time for breakfast
4.  to twist something
6.   It’s hard to see in  

the ________.

Down
1.  opposite of remember
2.  Plant bulbs in it.
5.  opposite of over

Across
3.   Drink if you are  

________.
5.   You can have fun  

at a ________.
6.  It’s what you are.

Down
1.  to begin
2.   Are the grapes red  

or ________?
4.  a thunder ________
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Answer the questions about the stories on pages 64–73 in your Reader. 

1.  Why is Lily no longer partners with Cass and Ettabetta?
  Lily wants to be partners with  
Sal and Hot Rod.
  Lily wants to make a different  
invention than the girls do.
  Ms. Blossom says the three girls  
cannot be partners.

2.   Why don’t Sal and Hot Rod want to work  
with Lily on her ice-skating board? 
  They don’t think Lily will be good to work with.
  They don’t think an ice-skating board would be a good invention.
  They want to invent something to make their bikes go faster.

3.  Why does Lily think Alec will not be a good partner at first?
 He never speaks so she doesn’t think he can help her.
 He does not like her idea for an ice-skating board. 
 He spends all his time chatting with Sal and Hot Rod.

4.  Why does Lily realize Alec will be a good partner after all? 
 He gets the best grades in the class.
 He has ice skates and lots of boards at home.
 He makes lots of good sketches of her ice-skating board.

5.   What do Cass and Ettabetta forget about partners and projects in the story 
“The Big Boss”?
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OK kids, this is tricky! 
Sometimes ear, ar, and or can stand for the sound er.

early     lizard     work

Circle the word in each box that has the sound er. 

1. 

 worm corn

2.

 party dollar   

3. 

 shark Earth

4.

 doctor horn

5.

 learn peach

6.

 alarm collar

7.

 calendar garden

8.

 earn barn

We do

I do
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Spelling List

We do

I do

The word for the worst thing a  
worm has to worry about is “bird.”

5.  ear      6.  ear
7.  ear      8.  Ear

 9.  ar  10.  ar  

 11.  ar  12.  ar  

Write the spelling words from the jingles on the lines.

You can’t get regular sugar or  
a calendar with just a dollar.

I’ve heard it is not too early 
to learn to save the Earth.

1.  or      2.  or
3.  or      4.  or

worst

word

worm

worry

early

earth

learn

heard

dollar

sugar

regular

calendar

Your spelling words are really hard!  
Here are some jingles to help you remember  
which words have the same spelling for er.
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Find all the words with the sound er. Color the frosting on those cupcakes purple.

We do

I do

Remember, er, ir, and ur usually stand for the sound er.

But sometimes ar, or, and ear stand for the sound er. 

 her girl curl collar doctor earn

1.

2.

3. 

4.

word

fork worst heard dollar hurt

short forget river

learn smart regular party shirt

card early storm stir worry
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Add the ending er or est to the base words.

1.     big           

2.     fast           

3.     wide           

4.     cute           

Words with an er or est ending often compare things. 

 grand  grander grandest

If the base word ends in e, drop the e and add the er or est ending.

 little littler littlest
If a base word has a short vowel followed by one consonant, double 
the consonant before adding er or est.   

 hot hotter hottest
 

We do

I do
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9.

er
7.

er

4.

er

8.

est

If a word ends in y, change the y to i to add an er or est ending. 

happy  happier           silly  silliest

On each cupcake is a base word. Write the base word plus the ending on the lines. 

We do

I do
6.

est

      2.

est

5.

est3.

er

1.

er
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sugar  calendar dollars regular

 1.  Ettabetta and Cass put their  together.

 2.  They had to get  to make cupcakes.

 3.  The cupcakes were not just for a  day. 

 4.  They were for the big event listed on Cass’s  .

 5.  The girls set off for school  with their cupcakes.

 6.  They began to  when the rain started.

 7.  Ettabetta got an umbrella. Cass  Golly bark.

 8.  Then the  thing happened! 

 9.  Golly jumped up and the cupcakes fell to the  .

10.   Golly ate the cupcakes. There were just some 

little bits left for the  .

worst  worry  worms  heard  early  earth

Weekly CalendarM
T

W
Th
F Invention Day !Sa

Su

Choose the correct spelling words from each group to complete the sentences.

We do

I do
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Answer the questions about the stories on pages 74–83 in your Reader. 

1.  What is Ms. Blossom’s class going to do on Invention Day?
   learn about different inventors from history 
   invent new games to help first graders with reading 
   display their inventions for the third graders to see

2.  Why does Ms. Blossom pick Frits to give a speech on Invention Day?
   because he made the best invention in the class 
   because he has been working hard on reading and spelling 
   because he hasn’t finished making his invention yet

3.  Why doesn’t Frits want to make the speech?
   because he still makes lots of mistakes
   because Ettabetta asked if she could  
        make the speech  
   because he won’t have time to finish 
        his invention

4.  Why does Ms. Blossom think mistakes are good?
   because mistakes make people feel bad 
   because most people don’t make mistakes
   because mistakes show us what we need to work on

5.  Why do Ettabetta and Cass think Golly ruined everything?

6.  What does Lily do to help Cass and Ettabetta in the story “Frosting”?
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